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FARMA T17
Meet FARMA T17. The latest addition to our market leading range of forestry
trailers. The T17 is designed on the back of market and customer demands
for a longer and lighter trailer. The usage of high-quality steel has enabled
us to keep down the weight of the trailer.
The T17 can, due to its unique flexible bank, be set to carry various wood
lengths from bays of 1 m firewood seen in Europe to 2 bays of 3 m now
demanded on many markets, all to meet your individual user requirements.
There is also a choice of bolsters available, in standard is the traditional
bended post design and as an option forwarder type bolster.
Due to a bed length of 5 400 mm, a loading area of 3.2 cuM and with a
ground clearance of 630 mm this trailer works efficiently in the forest
environment. The steering drawbar gives a good 40 degree steering angle.
The T17 offers a broad variety of tire options, from standard width of 500
up to a low compaction of 710, all to fit your specific needs. The trailer is
available with options for a drive system such as Robson or Hydro drive.
Various control systems have also been added such as simple vario dial to
CAMBUS linked synchronized drive systems.

Flexible bank system enables
2x2,5 and 2x3 meter logs

Low weight trailer maximizing
the load capacity

Double beam trailer

3 banks

Flap down support legs

From crane sizes C7.0 and upwards

Many other options available on request. You choose. We deliver.
Farma T17D

2400

Farma T17D

4470

2460

4945...5645

1375

T17

Gross weight, kg

17 000

Basic trailer weight, kg

3 400

Wheel dimension

560–710

Ground clearance, mm

605

Loading area, m2

3.3

Steering angle with frame steering, degrees

40

2900
675

560...920

1485

2870

1485
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